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In the DIgital Creation Critical ANalysis encyclopaedia, under ‘digitization’ we find a visual
description of La fillette électronique (Fig. 1), a work by the physicist Albert Ducrocq.

Fig. 1: Albert Ducrocq, La fillette électronique, ca. 1950, digital random number generator and manual application, executed in eight
colours on paper, colouring medium unknown, 15 3⁄4 x 17 1⁄3 in.
(40 x 44 cm). Location unknown.

According to Pierre Berger who authored the entry, this qualifies as a ‘painted’ work.1 Around
1950, Ducrocq created it by using a digital random number generator named Calliope. With this
assumed link between painting and digital machines, Berger brings to light an early historical
intertwining of both media – surely not without a sidelong glance at the cultural claims this
would give rise to in the future.
Since Durcroq’s homemade device lacked a visual output medium, he transposed the coded instructions by hand to a rastered paper. The contiguous fields he filled in condensed into lines
here and there and combined with the areas he left blank to eventually form a vaguely female
figure. Berger understands the pixel aesthetic that Ducrocq did in eight colours as a sequel
to pointillism.2 That situates La fillette électronique in a tradition of ‘atomistic’ approaches to
painting, which, according to Lev Manovich, can be said to mark Modernist abstract painting
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as well as its precursors and that lives on in the pixel-, voxel-, and polygon-based electronic
images of the computer age.3
In this way, La fillette électronique tells us that certain of painting’s design principles can be
understood as antecedents of digital computer imagery and, vice versa, that they can be
generated with digital technology. Ducrocq’s work thereby also calls to mind that painting
– like graphics, photography, or film – is a possible output medium for computer technology.
Raymond N. Auger’s machine-made paintings (1955-62) demonstrated early on that this output
variation could also be automated.4 They emerged under a programmed robot arm gliding
over paper with brush and paint.
That we are unfamiliar with these early examples of electronic digital painting tells us how
little we know in sum total about the conceptual synergy and the functional nexus of digital
technology and painting. While a few current examples come to mind, among them Corinne
Wasmuht’s software-aided oil paintings or Gerhard Richter’s digitally-printed strip paintings,
we are still owe ourselves a systematic exploration and analysis of the discrete levels where
painting and computers intersect.5
This circumstance it seems we owe foremost to the technological developments that started
in the 1950s. Painting as an ‘output medium’ for digital technology was and still is a rarity.
Printers, screens, and projectors let the computer appear as extraneous media contrasted with
painting. But even were we to understand technology in this way, against the backdrop of
the genre’s history at least, we must assume an indirect computerization of painting taking
place. Media innovations outside the genre time and again unloosed aesthetic and material
novelties within it. We only have to recall the artistic pictorial practices that developed with
the use of the camera obscura or camera lucida, as they are presumed for the works of Jan
Vermeer van Delft or Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, or call to mind Richter’s overpaintings
of photographs.6 The so-called ‘crisis of painting’ in the waning 19th century, just like photo
realism in painting, over and over is discussed against the backdrop of photography’s alleged
‘representational realism’.7 Painting has always appropriated new techniques multimedially
or intermedially, integrated them in its production processes, or reformed itself aesthetically
by differentiation from them. As picturesque style or painterliness it has moreover aesthetically
registered in the imagery of the medial ‘other’.
That on the one hand media innovations can be understood as a ‘motor’ in the history of
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painting and, on the other, that painting is a possible output medium for digital technology,
makes of the latter a 1950s-vintage new element in the genre. Against this background, in
the remainder of this article I attempt to lay out a first approach to the historiography of
computer based painting. It addresses as much the art historical contexts of exemplary works
as it also reflects on them against the backdrop of media discursive positions on the computer.
I examine to which extent artists have been picking up, altering or questioning already known
artistic practices of the genre using the computer since the 1980s and how in these processes
they also registered in the academic and socio-political discourse on the computer.8
Digital revolution (1980s and 1990s): Experimental affirmation, social scepticism and
artistic genre hierarchy
Andy Warhol enthusiastically experimented with the first home computers starting in the
mid-1980s. For example, in 1985, during a publicity event by Commodore International, the
Pop artist in his capacity as a brand ambassador for that company reworked a photograph of
singer Debbie Harry with the ProPaint paint program on the Amiga 1000 computer.9 In 2014,
floppy disks with further experimental work by Warhol surfaced, including a computer-based
version of the Campbell Soup can (Fig. 2).10

Fig. 2: Andy Warhol, Campbell’s, 1985, digital image, from disk 1998.3.2129.3.22.
The Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburg; Founding Collection (photograph provided by The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. © 2018 The
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc. / Licensed by Artists Rights
Society (ARS), New York).
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They can be regarded as a postmodern, playfully experimental encounter of key traits and
interests of 1960s Pop art with the dawning of the computer age. With his appearance in the
commercial, Warhol once more caused art and economics to move closer together, thereby
once again challenging the Modernist notion of an art system operating autonomously as a
high culture separate from the visual media realities of everyday social life. The remediation
of one of his best known screen print motifs simultaneously updated the tension between
Modernist conceptions of artistic individuality and originality on the one hand and mechanical
or technological reproduction and seriality on the other.11 Warhol’s playful experiment with
the computer immediately brings to mind his now-famous wish to make art like a machine:
„The reason I’m painting this way is that I want to be a machine, and I feel that whatever I do
and do machine-like is what I want to do.”12 Against this background of affinity for consumer
culture and technology, the computer took the stage as a tool with which the artist updated
a central feature of Pop art, namely that of challenging Modernist conceptions of art, under
changed media conditions.
No one knows of course how much closer Warhol actually hoped or believed he was getting
to painting like a machine by using the computer. What we do have is documentation of how
he created one of his computer images in a commercial as well as other outputs from his
experiments with the new technology itself like the Campbell Soup can version he rendered
on the Amiga 1000. Both show-case his work with the computer as the interplay of human
creativity and mechanical production that the artist’s subject ultimately dominates. It is
already patently clear during the performance that the mechanical production translates the
motoric horizontal movements of the mouse input device into a corresponding pixel structure
accentuated by the choice of colours. In this process, the motif that invoked the experiment’s
conceptual framework, its colour, and formal design were left to Warhol’s artistic discretion.
Noteworthy is that Warhol executed the Campbell Soup can image’s individual elements with
different degrees of precision. The drawing of the can’s contours and colouring appear to
have been done carelessly. The screen’s pixel structure hence can be traced back aesthetically
to Warhol’s tracking movements with the mouse and so to a personal originator of the
phenomenon. This also applies to the signature. It contrasts with the much more precise
rendering of the brand name, making the identification of a Pop art icon and hence of Warhol
as its creator compelling.
Other Pop artists in the mid-80s experimented with digital technology and in doing so also
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accentuated the artistic credit for their creations. So, David Hockney for instance in 1986 on
the BBC television program Painting with Light painted a streetscape, portraits and interior
views using the Quantel Paintbox graphic computer. In his running commentary, he mused
about the interactions of program, touch pad and pressure-sensitive stylus compared to other
manual artistic media. He explained in passing that it was in using the new medium that
he had deliberately not resorted to the program’s visual effects.13 It appears he wanted to
emphasize that it was the artist trying out the media-specific manual painting process. Under
no circumstance should a programmed automation get credit for the aesthetic result.
By accentuating artistic authorship aesthetically and discursively, the 1980s Pop artists
distanced themselves from a central paradigm of the historical computer discourse. Starting
in the late 1950s, some in the artificial intelligence research community repeatedly assumed
that replicating our understanding of human intelligence with technology would ultimately
lead to both being ontologically indistinguishable. It would end up with having to conceive of
the computer as an autonomous, intelligent entity as distinct from the human being.14 John R.
Searle in 1980 coined the term ‘strong AI’ for this notion.15 The pioneering artificial intelligence
researchers Herbert A. Simon and Allen Newell suggested in 1958 that a form of such a ‘strong
AI’ had already been achieved when they said: “(...) there are now in the world machines
that think, that learn, and that create.”16 This conception of the computer as independent
of the artist, yet, like him, as a creatively active entity plays no role in the postmodern
experimentation by Warhol and Hockney. Their works and statements point to an interaction
with the computer in which the human subject assigns it the role of tool in the framework of
an intentionally executed artistic practice. This difference from the ontological equivalence of
human and computer correlated with postmodern discourses in the 1980s that characterized
the belief in the progress of artificial intelligence research as overblown. So, in 1980 Searle
published his by-now classic semiotic critique of the notion that computer programs were to
be fathomed as functionally identical with the human intellect. While Searle conceded that
even though humans and the machine both operated with signs, human manipulation of signs
was tied to an intentionality that gave meaning to the signs; computer programs on the other
hand, while they could operate rule-bound with signs, referred to nothing: „In the linguistic
jargon, they have only a syntax but no semantics.“17
The link to the contemporaneous computer discourse in Sigmar Polke’s work The Computer
Moves In (1983/Fig. 3) is much easier to determine specifically, since his work points to its
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source both visually and with its title. For image carriers the German artist used industriallymade materials whose rastered structure seems to dissolve under multiple superimposed layers
of metallic spray paint and colour splotches. Through this diffuse texture, a figure emerges
wraithlike from behind a desk on which sits a computer. Polke’s work here appropriated the
motif of a January 3, 1983 Time magazine cover story on The Machine of the Year. The American
weekly magazine showed a plaster figure made by George Segal seated in front of a personal
computer. The issue featured an article by Otto Friedrich under the heading of ‘The Computer
Moves In’.18

Fig. 3.: Sigmar Polke, The Computer Moves In, 1983, mixed media with manganese on fabric, 102
1⁄2 x 122 1⁄2 in. (260,4 x 311,2 cm). Saint Louis Art Museum, St. Louis.

Friedrich’s magazine article speculated on the consequences the widespread use of computers
in society could potentially bring with it. His article ranges over topics like human cognitive
abilities, questions of corporate management, criminality and education and beyond to
labour market and gaming culture effects. Friedrich ended his piece without drawing any firm
conclusions about how the barely nascent digital revolution would pan out.19 In Germany
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too, the electronic collection and storage of personal data and launching of computer-aided
dragnet by the Federal Criminal Police Office in the 1970s and early 1980s set off controversial
debates on the societal opportunities and risks inherent in digital technology.20 Paralleling the
Time Magazine issue, the German weekly news magazine Der Spiegel also on 3 January 1983
titled The Orwell State.21 Unlike Friedrich’s open-ended, differentiated assessment, author
Werner Meyer-Larsen in the German magazine took in his article the culturally pessimistic
view that realization of the authoritarian surveillance state in George Orwell’s dystopian novel
1984 was imminent in the guise of the ‘electronic state’ of the German Federal Republic in
1983.22 Polke’s work repudiates such time-diagnostic assessments and predictions. Instead, The
Computer Moves In aesthetically reflects foremost the discursive incertitude over the meaning
of the digital revolution, which it alludes to by referencing the American magazine issue.
The raster spray image oscillating in postmodern fashion between abstraction and figuration
admits of no unambiguity.23 Even as it proffers to the perception the motif of the staged scene
opposing computer and human as expressing a kinship tie, it is also withdrawing the offer of
an identifying clarification by the manner in which it is presented.24 However, not only is the
pictorial citation in the case of The Computer Moves In difficult to interpret, the raster is also
obscured. Blotches and spray paint traces overlay it to the point of complete coverage in some
places. For Polke, the raster structure was not only an aesthetic means for creating ambiguity
but was also to be understood as hinting at a techno-logical affinity as well as linkages to
political connotations like social and cultural standardization or fragmentation.25 In this
sense, it is possible to read Polke’s work as visually transmitted scepticism about the allure
of technology and the ideas for social organization arising from it. Moreover, it should be
pointed out here that intermedial perceptual effects or references permeate Polke’s painting.
Especially after prolonged observation, the patchy decomposition and motif give rise to visual
phenomena reminiscent of flickering computer bitmaps. Against the analytical backdrop of
The Computer Moves In, it could be plausibly argued that an attitude of doubt about the digital
organizing principles is amalgamated here with the media effects of computer-based visuality.
While Warhol and Hockney, counter to the visions of important artificial intelligence research
protagonists, relegated the computer to a tool in the subject-driven artistic process, for his
part, Polke with The Computer Moves In addressed the uncertainties inherent in this medium.
These included the unclear social and political influence of digital organizing principles – an
influence that possibly is already having its effect on fundamental perceptual levels. But, fastforward to Germany in the 1990s, and we see that this painterly reprocessing of socio-political
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scepticism ceded to artistic reflection on the new medium’s aesthetic quality as an artistic
genre.

Fig. 4: Albert Oehlen, Eastern Nude, 1996, silkscreen ink and oil on canvas, 75
1/5 x 106 3⁄4 in. (191 x 271 cm). Bavarian State Painting Collections, Brandhorst
Museum, München.

It was during this decade that Albert Oehlen integrated computer-aided printing aesthetics into
painting. Using a graphics program, he produced silk screens on the computer, enlarged them
and combined their prints with paint applied by hand. In this manner, Polke’s student let the
visual total impression of a picture come together from several image planes made in part with
different media.26 In his Eastern Nude (1996, Fig. 4), for instance, against a white background
on a first, lower image layer it is possible to discern printed sections of different black-white
patterns that are partly separated and partly overlap each other slightly. These pattern arrays
mostly have rectangular outlines and for the most part are placed in a horizontally-vertically
oriented manner. The second image layer on top of them consists also of a printed, loose tangle
of lines that might have been made by a hand moving a computer mouse. It traces sometimes
meandering, sometimes linear hand movements that appear in the enlarged screen print as
visual ‘pixel transformations’. Such traces of manually executed flows also traverse the pattern
arrays as white negative forms leading to an aesthetic entanglement of the described image
layers. Computer-based image generation is hence presented by Oehlen’s work as a printed
combination of discrete patterns and lines with jaggies i.e., aliasing. The print had colour
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added manually on the third layer. White paint for instance served for partially correcting
the jaggies of the computer-based print, in as much as they appear to have been smoothed
repeatedly. In other places, translucent paint covers the pattern arrays. With this only partial
expungement that lets painterly corrections and digital aliasing exist side by side, Oehlen
emphasized the pixelated aesthetic of machine-made images and revealed it as a media ‘other’.
Thus, in Eastern Nude on the one hand computer imagery is put on a level with a printed
graphic aesthetic, while, on painting’s side, this contrasts with the manual application of
colour. Durocq had already shown with his manually realized La fillette électronique that no
such contrast exists between digital technology and painting. Oehlen’s work on the other hand
moreover suggests – like Polke’s The Computer Moves In – that computer-based images would
obtain their visuality through rastering or pattern formation from discrete marking elements.
In this they differed from, for example, Auger’s ‘machine painting’ that displayed a continuous
line.
The medial otherness of the computer constructed in Eastern Nude is interpreted by the artist
himself under the sign of a classic competition between genres, in which he ultimately regards
painting as aesthetically superior to the computer: “First, I asked around, how to get rid of
the blockiness and aliasing, but later it occurred to me how funny it really is that the machine
can only handle it up to a certain point and the human hand then has to finish the job.”27
Yet, although the computer here is devaluated compared to painting, it should not hide the
fact that the medium, while integrated into the latter’s production processes, also became a
respected artistic tool in painting. With Oehlen’s simultaneous ennobling and devaluing in
the service of traditional notions of painting’s superiority, his computer images for instance
distance themselves from the unambiguously culturally-pessimistic rejection of technology,
such as could be found, for example, in painting in the 1960s and 1970s. Just such a position
is articulated in paintings by Bettina von Arnim. Her dystopian views of machine people in
monotonous landscapes done in the late 1960s turned against the contemporaneous belief
in progress by showing cyborgs, “(...) androids (and) robots not as a desirable future of the
‘perfect human’ but as threat, deformation, and deindividualization (...)”.28
Post-digital era (since ca. 2000): postmediality, hybridity and the fluid
From a central perspective, Corinne Wasmuht’s large-format oil painting Ezeiza Bandog (2003/
Fig. 5) shows the interior view of a modern hall architecture featuring mirror effects (The
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painting’s title alludes to the international airport at Buenos Aires). But this spatial impression
is broken up by an abstract aesthetic that permeates the picture and dominates the picture
foreground and its right portion. It is reminiscent of the results achieved with computer-based
image processing with layering techniques. The method makes it possible to create a visual
overall impression from several superimposed images, each of which can be worked on as
pixel-based. Partially deleting picture information from an image layer allows blank spaces to
open in which the picture information on other layers becomes visible. The areas to be worked
on within an image layer are chosen with selection tools. Their parameter settings determine,
among other aspects, the contours of these areas. Wasmuht’s work shows primarily soft
contour pathways. This effect is achieved in image editing programs by smoothing the pixelbased editing structure to bring out a stronger painterly effect. Where Oehlen still generated
uniform contour lines manually, the image editing program’s ‘smooth edges’ function does this
automatically. Against this layering technique background, at least Ezeiza Bandog’s abstract
picture foreground appears as part of another picture after some time looking at it, i.e. as an
aerial perspective on a landscape with streets. In this focus, Wasmuht’s painting generates
itself as a multi-perspective picture collage.

Fig. 5: Corinne Wasmuht, Ezeiza Bandog, 2004, three-piece painting, oil on wood, 101 1/5 x 168 4/5 in.
(257 x 429 cm). Frieder Burda Museum, Baden Baden.

There is no hidden intermedial game behind this coupling of painting and computer imagery
that would ironically reveal the media ‘other’ as its ‘own’. In Ezeiza Bandog the computer
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itself has actually turned into the media foundation for a manually generated painting.
The oil painting was preceded by working up a template on an image editing program. The
multi-perspectival aesthetic of Ezeiza Bandog invoking a computer-based layering technique
is therefore to be understood as a self-referential link to the specific production process of
painting: one that unifies the traditional technique of using a brush with a software-aided
one as inseparable from each other and non-hierarchical. On that score, Wasmuht’s work
blazes a trail toward a postmedial conception of the computer in painting that breaks with any
construals of the medium as a less valuable ‘other’. According to Peter Weibel, at stake in the
“postmedial condition” is “creating for new media (...) the same artistic appreciation as for
traditional media”.29 As it happens, Wasmuht’s painting transcends Weibel’s definition of the
postmedial. For the artist and scholar, this artistic condition is also characterized by a mixture
of “the media-specific individual worlds of the media”.30 In Ezeiza Bandog the mixing happens
at the cost of the medial specificities of painting and computer. It is no longer possible to
untangle in which proportions the individual aesthetic impressions can be traced back to
the computer-based model or the manual painting process. So, it is impossible to decide if
the soft contours of the various picture elements were already generated for the template
by employing a computer-based effect or if they are owed to an artistic decision that was
only made during the manual process. Ezeiza Bandog leaves open the question if the painterly
impression is a manually executed copy of computer-based simulation of the painterliness or
if the manual process “simulates” the computer-based simulated painterliness with painterly
means. Here, the artist questions if the undifferentiability of reality and fiction, proclaimed
during the 1990s among others by Vilém Flusser’s “digital illusion” catchphrase, as a media
trait characterizing computer technology is good for anything.31 The deconstruction of the
media-ontological difference discourses undertaken here at the start of the twenty-first
century with aesthetic means moreover dovetails with the simultaneous discussions in media
and art disciplines that, on the one hand, recognized historical picture strategies of painting
as precursors of computer-generated imagery and, on the other, transmitted basic concepts
of digital technology to painting. So, impressionism was studied as forerunner for pixel-based
picture generation just as the algorithmic quality of central perspectivity constructions was
pointed out.32
As is typical in the initial stage of new technologies, while artists initially may have reacted
with culture-critical discrimination, social scepticism, and gleeful experimentation to
the technology even while the ‘digital revolution’ was happening, in the postmedial age
the basis for such stances dwindled. The impression of extraneousness that prompted
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reactions ranging from deprecation, uncertainty, to euphoric playfulness ceded ground to the
ubiquitous technology in all its ever more familiar, everyday usage. Now, the computer was
integrated without value judgments into painting processes. Taking the place of a multimedia
picture-making that classified the technology as a medial ‘other’ opposed to painting was a
self-referential aesthetic that confidently proclaimed the apparatus to be ‘part and parcel’
of the genre. The highlighting of supposed contradictions was eclipsed by media analogies.
As a result, the computer in the postmedial phase is revealed as a convergence medium that
not only integrates older media by simulating them but simultaneously can be integrated
with the latter’s production processes.33 This understanding of computer-based visuality
production as a feasible painting tool requires a reading of the resulting aesthetic phenomena
against the background of painting’s history. This puts Wasmuht’s multiperspectival Ezeiza
Bandog squarely in the picture tradition of perpectivist syntheses. While Cubist praxis
brought contemporized heterogeneous spatial aspects of objects into the picture, surrealist
multiperspectivity contributed subjective spatial experiences.34 Meanwhile, the linking of
different observer viewpoints in Maurits Cornelis Escher’s works allowed a playful reflection
on perceptions. So, it seems that Warmuht’s multiperspectival collage reflects a contemporary
everyday experience in which a growing simultaneisation of different perspectives is taking
place. Our technologized present accelerates extreme spatial and perspectival shifts. Since the
start of the new millennium not only air travel but also the zoom functions of software-enabled
perceptions – see Google Earth – make it possible for a broad recipient base to experience
heterogeneous perspectives that are more highly synthesized.
Another contemporary artist, Matthew Stone, also integrates the computer into the process of
producing his paintings. Many of his works depict nudes that sometimes float in the picture
space and sometimes, as in The Fear of Not Being Respected (2016/Fig. 6) for one, are placed in
harmoniously unified groups on the ground where, sitting, half-reclining or squatting, they
loll or stand awry while stretching the trunk from the picture foreground into the background.
The naked bodies, moved close together as in Mannerist group portraits, are entangled with
each other in complex ways, making immediate personal identification difficult. Hands reach
for arms and thighs, backs lie in front of laps, legs on legs, arms and legs are crossed or linked.
Solely the differing flesh tones seem to facilitate classification. But what at first seems to offer
an identificatory criterion of difference, Stone immediately undermines with the painterly
execution of his work. The flesh tone brush strokes defining the individual bodies do not
complete the figure. Leaving gaps, they are laid about hollow body parts and so permit looking
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through to what would be ‘below’ and ‘behind’. There sometimes appears the darker flesh
tone of a shadowed interior view of one hollow figure, but it may just as easily be the lighter or
darker skin tone of another. By this use of different hue gradations, Stone shows the relational
character of identity notions that can only be generated through the ‘other’, while at the same
time he reveals this ‘other’ as an ‘own.’ Accordingly, personal identity in The Fear of Being
Not Respected echoes the Postmodernist stance by not presenting it as a fixed homogeneous
dimension but instead as generated in the networks of relationships with others as a nonjudgmental relational hybrid.35

Fig. 6: Matthew Stone, The Fear of Not Being Respected, 2016, digital print and acryl on linen, 70 3⁄4 x 98
1⁄2 in. (180 × 250 cm). Location unknown.

Stone likes to say that his painting emerged from a critical argument with utopias.36 However,
it would miss the mark to believe that Stone is interested in revealing hybrid identities, that is,
results of the postmodern deconstructions of formerly judgmental dichotomies, as the basis
for a new utopia. The Fear of Being Not Respected on the contrary addresses not only qua title
the social insecurity about whether or how these can become the basis for realizing a future
community. As unified as the numerous entanglements make his figures out to be, upon closer
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inspection the more isolated they seem to be. Lacking communicative contact, their expressions, for instance that of the figure at the picture’s left edge, are hidden, they stare into emptiness, are turned inward behind closed eyelids, or seem to turn questioningly toward us. Stone
here comes to terms with a socio-political blank space, to the extent that he puts the potential
of opened postmodernist identity concepts up for negotiation for a utopia.
So, what does this question about a successful recognition of hybridity have to do with the
computer? The process of making The Fear of Being Not Respected sheds light on it. Stone describes it as follows:
“In a practical sense I paint on glass, take photographs of it, photoshop it, cut out the individual
brushstrokes and build an archive of them. I model and sculpt the figures as 3-D virtual models
and pose them interacting. Then I use a 3-D painting program to apply the brushstrokes over the
bodies as and where I see fit. From there I used a 3-D modelling program to apply the painted
textures and light them, use virtual cameras to frame them and then render out these huge images
which are then digitally printed onto linen.”37

Media formerly thought of and used separately, such as painting, photography, graphic design,
and print, at first blush here seem to be unified into a media hybrid. The type of ‘interweaving’
in the creative process, however, transcends a combinatorial interplay such as we could
observe for instance in Wasmuht’s generating pigment-based painting and computer-based
images. In Stone’s work, painting is not just an element of a medial hybrid character, but
also its prerequisite. By photographing the brush strokes, Stone translates the painting into
a data set that lacks any specific material and aesthetic form allowing him to combine it with
data sets of other medial information. But this also lets him newly define it aesthetically and
materially, that is, medially.38 In that vein, he reworks the photographed brush strokes in 3D
programs with light and shadow effects, so that they appear partly sculptural and twisted
in on themselves, after which he combines them with the hollow bodies also created on the
computer. He adds free-floating, also more-or-less modelled brush strokes to the picture. These
are located ‘behind’ the figures composed of recognizable brush strokes, wrap around their
extremities or overlap. Their quality as objects, incidentally, also presents dichotomy to the
eye aesthetically as a varied spectrum of hybrid constellations, in as much as representation
and abstraction continually appear to blend into one another. Stone’s workflow ends when he
decides to map the result on canvas.39 This creates the impression of a flat impasto technique
to the extent that the conspicuous peaks and valleys of the paint application merely represent
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the printed photographic image of a pastose painting style but are no longer accompanied by
any perceptible relief structure.
Accordingly, the computer in Stone’s work is neither – as during the ‘digital revolution’ – a
stand-alone medium alongside painting or simulates it, nor is it – as in the postmedial state
– ‘only’ an element in a medial combinatorics that mixes painting and computer-based image
generation. In the artistic practice of mapping, digital technology becomes a requirement for
keeping painting itself from no longer being locked into just one medial form. Turned into a
fluid mediality with multiple identities as a data set, its aesthetic and material states are mutable at will, that is to say, translatable into alleged ‘other’ media. With this practical and simultaneously non-judgmental dissolving of the difference between old and new media, Stone’s
mapping painting however not only co-generates a new form of painting, it also carries on the
so-called post-digital approach to digital technology that we can already discern in Wasmuht’s
Ezeiza Bandog:
“Post-digital (...) now describes the (...) condition of art and media after digital technology
revolutions. ‘Post-digital’ neither recognizes the distinction between ‘old’ and ‘new’ media,
nor ideological affirmation of the one or the other. It merges ‘old’ and ‘new’, often applying
network cultural experimentation to analog technologies which it re-investigates and
re-uses”.40
Whether these new conceptions of hybrid-fluid medial identities will become a recognized
part of the history of painting is, like the opened personal conceptions of postmodern identities, socially dependent in as much as they, too, must fear being rejected.
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